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RSWM TO INVEST ₹315 CRORE IN COMPACT COTTON
YARN CAPACITY AT BANSWARA

RSWM Ltd. has decided to invest ₹315 crore for the
expansion of its compact cotton yarn capacity at
Lodha Unit, Banswara (Rajasthan). Currently, the
company’s Banswara unit’s total spindle capacity is
95,376, and with the new investment, the spindle
capacity is expected to increase by 51,072. The
period in which the capacity is supposed to be
added is FY 2023-24.
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In an exclusive interview, Kasiviswanathan, Member of
the Board at Picanol India, shared insights into the
company’s successful participation at ITMA 2023, the
growth prospects of the Indian textile industry, and
the longstanding partnership with the Indian market.

PICANOL OPTIMISTIC ON THE FUTURE GROWTH
PROSPECTS OF THE INDIAN TEXTILE INDUSTRY

Picanol, renowned for its weaving solutions,
showcased an extensive range of looms at ITMA 2023
in Milan. With the largest stall in the weaving
segment, the company received significant increase of
visitors from the previous edition in 2019.  Notably,
Picanol witnessed a strong presenceof Indian
customers, including both corporate and non-corporate entities, from different regions across the country. 
Prominent textile companies like Trident Group, Vardhman Textiles Ltd Ludhiana, Nitin Spinners Ltd,
Bhilwara, and Arvind Ltd Ahmedabad were among the key customers who visited Picanol to witness the
latest innovations and novelties.

RSWM Limited, the flagship company of USD 1
billion LNJ Bhilwara Group, is one of the leading
manufacturers & exporters of synthetic and blended
spun yarns from India. 

 Under the leadership of Mr. Riju Jhunjhunwala, Chairman and Managing Director of RSWM Ltd., the textile
company exports a wide range of yarns & fabrics to around 90 countries across the globe.Its 11
manufacturing plants located in different parts of Rajasthan produce high-quality cotton,mélange, synthetic,
sustainable, greige, dyed, novelty, and value-added yarns.

https://blog.hyosungtnc.com/
https://www.indiantextilemagazine.in/rswm-plans-to-invest-%E2%82%B9315-crore-in-compact-cotton-yarn-capacity-at-banswara/
https://www.indiantextilemagazine.in/picanol-optimistic-on-the-future-growth-prospects-of-the-indian-textile-industry/
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KPR GROUP: DRIVING INVESTMENT AND CAPACITY
EXPANSION WITH FOCUS ON INNOVATION AND
SUSTAINABLE GROWTH
K.P.R. Mill Limited is renowned as one of the Top
5 Listed Textile Companies in India, with a
diversified business focus spanning Yarn, Fabrics,
Garments, Green Power, Sugar, and Ethanol. The
company employs over 30,000 people, with 90%
of them being women. With over three decades
of experience, KPR Mill Limited has made a
significant impact on the textile landscape by
manufacturing an impressive range of textile
varieties, including Readymade Knitted Apparel,
Fabrics, Compact, Melange, Carded, Polyester,
and Combed Yarn. The company has gained a
reputation for its diligence, superior quality, and
delivery excellence, catering to global customers.

The distinguished KPR Group operates 15 manufacturing units equipped with advanced technology. The company
has a production capacity of 1,00,000 MT of Cotton yarn and 4,000 MT of Viscose vortex yarn per annum.

K. P. Ramasamy, Chairman
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Tecnorama, a prominent automation solutions
provider for the textile industry, experienced a
profitable year in 2022 with a resurgence in
permanent investments in Italy and the European
markets. The company recently presented
numerous groundbreaking innovations at ITMA
Milan 2023, garnering recognition for its
achievements. Mr. Alessandro Giugni, CEO of
Tecnorama, emphasized the significance of these
positive outcomes as key highlights for the year.

TECNORAMA SHOWCASES GLOBAL INNOVATIONS
& SUSTAINABILITY COMMITMENT AT ITMA 2023

Tecnorama offers an extensive product range
tailored for the global market,featuring cutting-

edge solutions such as the DOS&DYE® systems, Dosorama MASTER, Dosorama SMART and Dosorama
CLEVER laboratory automatic dispensing and dyeing machines. Moreover, the company provides diverse
types of automatic dispensing, dissolving, and distribution systems for bulk applications, catering to
various customer requirements.  As a leading global player in fully automatic solutions for laboratory and
small batches, Tecnorama flourishes in markets including Italy, Europe, Turkey, India, and many other
markets where high performance technology is well appreciated.

Alessandro Giugni, CEO of Tecnorama

https://www.indiantextilemagazine.in/kpr-group-driving-investment-and-capacity-expansion-with-focus-on-innovation-and-sustainable-growth/
https://www.indiantextilemagazine.in/tecnorama-showcases-global-innovations-and-sustainability-commitment-at-itma-milan-2023/
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Recycling has become a prominent focus in the
textile industry, with exciting breakthroughs
making headlines. One company at the forefront
of sustainable innovation is Sulochana Cotton
Spinning Mills, based in Tirupur. Known for their
pioneering efforts in PET bottle and post-
industrial waste recycling, as well as their
commitment to sustainable production,
Sulochana is shaping a greener future in the
textile industry. In an exclusive interview with S.
Krishna Kumar, Managing Director, and Girish,
Head of Sustainability, we delve into the 
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SUSTAINABLE FIBER INNOVATION: SULOCHANA
COTTON SPINNING MILLS’ PET BOTTLE YARN JOURNEY
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AIR-JET SPINNING AT A NEW LEVEL WITH
RIETER’S J 70
The new Rieter air-jet spinning machine J 70 with
individually automated, independent spinning
units and optimized technology components
enables the production of high-quality yarns with
maximum efficiency. Together with the excellent
raw-material yield and low energy requirements,
spinning mill owners can benefit from low yarn
conversion costs. With the J 70, spinning mills
are ideally positioned to exploit the growth
potential in standard and blended air- jet yarns.

company’s history, product range, sustainability initiatives, and future plans.
The Sulochana Group’s eventful journey dates back to 1938 when it began as a cotton trading unit. “We
are now a fourth-generation business. We had humble beginnings as cotton traders with our own gin and
press, sending our cotton to Gujarat.  We were considered frontrunners in the field back then. Due to our
experience in the cotton industry, we ventured into spinning mill operations in 1990, with Sulochana
Cotton Spinning Mills,” stated Krishna Kumar.

Air-jet yarn can be made from a wide range of
fibers such as cotton, polyester, and viscose,
making it suitable for a variety of applications. 

In combination with the high productivity, the unique yarn characteristics such as low hairiness and low pilling
tendency will contribute to strong growth of this segment in the coming years. The air-jet spinning machine J 70 is
the ideal solution for spinning mills – it is characterized by low conversion costs, low energy consumption and high
raw material utilization
Each spinning unit is now individually automated and thus independent, enabling maximum efficiency and flexibility.

https://www.indiantextilemagazine.in/sustainable-fiber-innovation-sulochana-cotton-spinning-mills-pet-bottle-yarn-journey/
https://www.indiantextilemagazine.in/air-jet-spinning-at-a-new-level-with-rieters-j-70/
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CMAI CELEBRATES 60TH ANNIVERSARY – HONOURS
INDUSTRY STALWARTS AND PARTNERS
In a scintillating and yet emotionally
charged evening, the Clothing
Manufacturers Association of India (CMAI)
celebrated its 60th anniversary by
recognising and applauding Industry
Stalwarts who have played a pivotal role in
CMAI’s journey towards its current position
of prominence.

At a glittering function in Mumbai, CMAI
bestowed the prestigious CMAI ICON
Award and the Loyal Partner Award upon 14 Stalwarts, 12 Service Partners and Vendors, and 2 pillars of the CMAI
Secretariat.
Founded in 1963, CMAI has come a long way over the past six decades, evolving into a force to be reckoned within
the Indian Apparel industry. However, it is not just the efforts of the present team that have brought CMAI to its
current state of prominence, but the collective efforts of the past Committee Members and other volunteers over
the years. The Association recognised and paid homage to 14 of these patrons, individuals who may have chosen to
remain in the background but whose dedication, and commitment have been instrumental in shaping CMAI’s journey.
Moreover, the evening was also dedicated to partners who have stood by CMAI throughout its journey.Twelve
service partners and vendors, some of whom have been associated with the CMAI for an impressive 30 years, were
also honoured and recognised.

K.M. KNITWEAR: UNWAVERING COMMITMENT
TO QUALITY AND SUSTAINABILITY PAYING
RICH DIVIDENDS

Tirupur-based K.M. Group of Companies, comprising
of K.M. Knitwear (P) Ltd. and Jeyavishnu Clothing
(P) Ltd., is a vertically integrated conglomerate with
a presence in the entire fiber to fashion aspects of
the value chain. Renowned for its commitment to
quality and sustainability, the group has consistently
achieved impressive growth rates over the years.
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During our exclusive interview, we had the
opportunity to meet Vishnuprabu KS, the dynamic
and young Joint Managing Director of K.M Group. 
We spoke about a range of topics, including the
company’s history,  product offerings, core 

strengths, sustainability initiatives, corporate social responsibility (CSR) activities, and future plans.

https://www.indiantextilemagazine.in/cmai-celebrates-60th-anniversary-honours-industry-stalwarts-and-partners/
https://www.indiantextilemagazine.in/k-m-knitwear-unwavering-commitment-to-quality-and-sustainability-paying-rich-dividends/



